Hypnotism still a mystery

Trade Editor

I'd always wondered about hypnosis, considering it a mysterious and strange thing, so when I heard a hypnotist was coming to campus I decided to try a little experiment. I had seen a hypnotist back in high school, and he had tried to convince the audience that he could pull our arms apart. When he said to try to pull our arms apart, I immediately did, and I looked at my friend, who had done the same thing, and we wondered how a body could be hypnotized.

This time I was going to do it differently. When he asked for volunteers, I ran up on stage. I decided I was going to try "fake it." When he told us we couldn't pull our arms apart, I pretended I couldn't. After all, he had said only imbeciles or morons couldn't be hypnotized. Then he started to put us "under." My heart was really pounding. I let my parts of my body go limp, although I decided it would be overreacting to fall out of the chair. Then he had us stand up and touch each one of us individually. Here's where he nailed me. I was gasping, my heart pounding, and realize I'm in a trance.

But he didn't nail me, and he went on to tell us we were watching a movie. I wondered whether I should open my eyes. After all, if I'm supposed to think I'm watching a movie, I'd better have my eyes open. So I opened my eyes, and he saw it, and he told me not to think. Oh, well.

But he didn't decide I wasn't hypnotized, and the show went on. We pretended it was hot, then there was a cool breeze, then it was cold. We saw a race, yelled "two" as loud as we could, and he won ten thousand dollars, which was promptly stolen by the guy next to me. The audience was all nude, then we were nude. Throughout this, the guy kept asking me questions like "what's the matter?" "how are you feeling." He's trying to nail me, I thought. He's suspicious. But I kept up my charade. Then we up-danced, and did a strip- testcase, and pretended we were Mick Jagger when "Start Me Up" came on. At least I did.

Then it was over. He asked us how long we thought it was. "20 minutes" everybody said. An hour. I thought. We'll all go back to our seats, except for a few people who were stuck to the chair or the stage. I was going to be the Lone Ranger soon as the Lone Ranger music came on. I saw him throw ten dollars to one of the people stuck on stage. He had told me, "If he had made me one of the people stuck on stage, I would never have done the things they did if they weren't hypnotized. But hypnotism worked for them, I have no idea. Hypnosis is still a mystery to me."

Bob Himann '83

Save: 25% on returned textbooks
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Back-to-School Stationery Checklist

- Scotch Tape
- Complete Line of all BM products
- Hold-its
- For nailess posters
- Ring Memo Books
- Roll Books
- Teacher's Plan Books
- Teacher's Class Records
- Accounting Ledgers
- Paper Binders
- Carter's Ink
- Complete product line
- Ink
- Sharpie Pen
- Letter Books
- Letter Trays
- File Cabinets
- Tidy Desk
- Curtail Books
- Desk Pads
- All sizes
- Envelopes
- Regular or Air Mail
- Pens
- Fibre, fountain and ballpoints
- Shaffer, Cross, Pilot, Uni-Pen, Parker
- Mic. Flair, Scripto, Mont Blanc
- Wastebaskets
- Electronic Pencil Sharpeners
- Social Stationery
- Picture Frames
- Photo Albums
- Guest Books
- Wedding Books
- Hair Brushes
- Home Hair wane
- Wilson Jones Expanding Folders
- Record Crates
- Storage Crates
- Assorted insignia items
- Steadler-Mars Engineering Supplies
- Koh-I-Noor Drawing Pencils
- Faber-Castell Pencils
- Pencils
- French Curves
- T-Squares
- Omealored Pens
- Nibs
- Ink
- Pelikan Pens
- Nibs
- Ink
- Rulers
- Plastic, Wood or Metal
- 9-3
- Crane's Tracing Paper
- All sizes
- Blotters
- All sizes and colors

- Letter Pads
- Legal Pads
- A-Z Indexes
- Subject Indexes
- Report Covers
- Sheet Protectors
- Pad Holders
- Note, letter or legal
- Acco Binders
- Ring Binders
- Steno Notepads
- Quo Vadis Pads
- Notebook Filler Paper
- Duo-Tang Covers
- All colors
- Thesis Paper
- Creative Type
- Typewriter Ribbons
- All modes
- Typewriter Tape
- Typewriter Ribbon
- Eaton's Typing Paper
- Composition Books
- Clipboard
- Note, letter, legal
- Clip Envelopes
- All sizes
- Jiffy Bags
- All sizes
- Avery Labels
- A complete line
- Presto-Notes
- A large selection of paper
- Art Supplies
- Complete line
- Data Binders
- National or Acco
- Wilson Jones Binders
- Wilson Jones Daytime
- Success Covers
- Colorful Calendars
- Brief Cases
- Havel
- Typewriter Cartridges
- All sizes
- Paper Punches
- Paper Clips
- Erasers
- Pencils
- Pencils and erasers
- Pencils and erasers
- Rubber Cement
- Bell Dog Clips
- Rulers
- Wood, plastic or metal
- Miculge Pencil Boxes
- Pencil Sharpeners
- Kneural Shears
- All sizes and degrees
- Steppen, Bostich, Swingline
- Paper Clips
- Paper Fasteners
- Dennison Labels
- Mask Tape
- Pilot Mechanical Pencils
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